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90% of tourism industry businesses are small businesses.

Tourism is an economic development activity
The object is to have people come, spend money, 

then go home

83% of tourism spending is by visitors with annual household 
incomes of $70,000 plus.

Tourism is a $5 billion dollar industry in Alberta. In Southern Alberta 
it’s a $330 million industry. Are you getting your fair share?

A tourism-friendly city will spawn non-tourism industries faster than 
others



Southern Alberta = 14% of total visits to Alberta (2004).

Tourism is an economic development activity

91% of the 2.5 million visitors to So. Alberta were Canadians.

75% from Alberta, 9% Saskatchewan, 5% BC, 7% US, 2% overseas

Canadians spent 82%, Americans 13%.

Jan-March: 18%, Apr-Jun: 19%, Jul-Aug: 37%, Oct-Dec: 26%



Tourism is all about cash.

The idea is to import 
more than you export.



The three stages of tourism:

• Getting people to stop (the pass through visitor)
• Becoming the hub for area attractions
• Becoming the destination

The three types of tourism:

• Visiting friends and family
• Business travel
• Leisure travel (the focus of this assessment)



The assessment process:

• Marketing effectiveness

• On-site assessment

- Visibility (finding information)
- Effectiveness: Ability to close the sale
- Competitive analysis
- Convenience

- Signage, gateways, wayfinding
- Overall appeal
- Critical mass
- Amenities: parking, restrooms, information
- Attractions: things to see and do
- Customer service, cross selling





The rule of being readyThe rule of being ready
The customer is changing

The baby boom generation accounts for 
80% of ALL travel spending.



DEMOGRAPHICS

The baby boom generation:

• 425,000 turning 50 - every MONTH

• For another seven years

• They control 70% of North America’s wealth

• Mindset: Individuality, emphasis on youth, self 
  absorption

• Currencies embraced:  Time, comfort, easy access

• Trend: “Downshifting” and simplicity. Entire trip 
  planned  and booked for them



Want some more?

The baby boom generation:

• The “inheritance boom.” $10.4 trillion

• A HUGE opportunity for “me oriented” spending

• Extend your seasons: Empty nesters prefer to travel 
  during the shoulder seasons. The “new” peak months: 
  April, May, September & October.

• Spending: Second homes and travel



EXPERIENCES EMBRACED BY BOOMERS

• Culinary tourism: Visiting chefs, restaurants, education

• Art:  Artists in action, learning new hobbies, education

• Ethnic events: European, Scandinavian, Cajun, Indian

• Home & Garden: Education, training, tours of gardens 
and historic homes with a great story to tell

• Open air markets, farmers markets





The rule of perceived valueThe rule of perceived value

First Impressions Really Are
Lasting Impressions

Would you eat here ?









WHAT TO DO

Always put your gateway signs where you will make the 
first, best impression.





Overall impressions coming into Pincher Creek are outstanding from 
just about every direction.



These entranceway displays are very nice and do a good job of 
“setting the stage” and creating nice ambiance.



This is definitely Cowboy Country.





These are also very nice and are well placed throughout the region.



Wow. No place to eat and no place to stay in Pincher Creek?



Anything here at all other than auto-related businesses?



Suggestion: This is a very nice sign, but remove the display clutter 
and add directional signage “Shopping District - left at light.”



Not a bad first impression, but not all that impressive either. 
Unfortunately it goes “downhill” from here.



“Downtown Pincher Creek” is a lot like other strip mall and auto-
related towns i.e. Claresholm. Nothing cowboy about this.



Really. Suggestion: Fit the brand, promote an activity-based reason to 
visit downtown Pincher Creek. Hospitality isn’t going to cut it.



Downtown has a good first impression. Lots of shops, for the most 
part clean, some trees, etc. We had high hopes coming into 
downtown. 



The murals are very nice and reinforce the Cowboy Country theme 
of the town.



Suggestion: Consider adding an interpretive sign explaining what the 
pinchers were used for.



Suggestion: Always add a story. It will get visitors to “adopt” the 
town and the lifestyle while here.







How about here?



WHAT TO DO

Curb appeal can account for 70% of sales at 
restaurants, wineries, lodging, retail shops, golf courses.



Suggestion: Add trees, landscaping, hanging baskets, add color to the 
motel, facade improvements. This is a “gateway” motel. Hmmm.



This, easily, looks like the best 
place to stay in Pincher Creek.

Nice sign, good teasers, excellent 
landscaping.



It looks like these people really care. Visitors judge the interior by 
the exterior impressions.



Very nicely done and obviously very well maintained. Others, take 
note.









This says “second-rate golf course - cheap” which isn’t true. 
Suggestion: Remove the sign until you can put up a nice readerboard.







Ok. So maybe the golf course is nice. This is a great introduction...



...but it goes downhill very quickly. Suggestion: Rather than rules and 
regulations, consider a welcome. 



Public play? 9 or 18? Club and cart rentals? Call for t-times or walk 
in? How much? Driving range? Suggestion: Put the boarded up areas 
to work. Hide the dumpsters and stuff. Is this the back? Where’s the 
front?



Suggestion: Consider adding planters, using the readerboard to 
promote anything in Pincher Creek, modernize the signage, remove 
trash and weeds.



First impressions are lasting impressions



In a nutshell

The entrances into the community and valley area are exceptional, 
but the town does not “deliver on the promise” - except for the 
efforts of the city.

The business community, for the most part, is doing little or nothing 
to bring in business and they have the most to gain from these 
efforts.



Invest in Beautification
Nothing sells like beautiful places

Whistler, BC







Suggestion: Add some color downtown. Downtown seems rather 
drab and not very inviting.



In business? Out of business? If out of business, are you surprised? 
Travelers almost always judge the book by the cover.



Suggestion: “Softscapes” - make 
the transition from storefronts 
to concrete and ashphalt 
inviting.

Add barrels every two meters.

Add benches against the 
buildings.

Add decorative trash 
receptacles.

Bring window displays outside.



Suggestion: Landscape planters 
should be every two meters. The 
same with hanging baskets.



Blaine, WA



Grass Valley, CA



Omak, WA





Blackburn Jewellers gets it. The baskets are nice. Suggestion: Now 
work on the sidewalks, update the signage. Make it fit the brand.



Something along this line fits the 
ambiance of downtown.



Neenah, WI

Neenah, WI



Neenah, WI

Neenah, WI









The Swiss Alpine was recommended by locals, but without that we 
would have passed. Suggestion: Add even more baskets and planters.



What is the Long Branch? Are we in the right place? Suggestion: Pick 
one name and go with it. Pick a single theme. Signs should match it.







Beautification does not only 
mean landscaping. Facade 
“enhancements” or 
decorations can add a 
tremendous lure to retail 
shops.



POINT:
Beautification is an investment with a 
tremendous return and creates customer loyalty.



In a nutshell

Develop a facade improvement program - once you have a brand - 
what you want to be known for. Then create a merchant-driven 
beautification program to create consistency and a co-op bulk-buy 
program for the effort.



The rule of signs that sellThe rule of signs that sell
20/20 Signage Equals $$$



WHAT TO DO

Use perpendicular “blade” signs. Make them consistent 
height and size.







Every successful retail shopping 
district we’ve ever seen uses 
blade signs & beautification to 
pull customers in.



Can you tell what’s in these 
shops?

Signs should be between 7’ 
and 9’ from the sidewalk. 
The restaurant sign is far 
too high.



What’s in these shops?



Lethbridge has a great example 
that could be used in Pincher 
Creek.







Signage is a great investment - if done right



Always promote what it is 
you’re selling - the lure to 
bring customers in...

before you promote the 
name of the business.





Promote your greatest asset 
or amenity.





Denise’s Bistro has perhaps the best sign in Pincher Creek. It’s a 
great teaser. Suggestion: Paint the pole again. Keep it fresh.



But the beautification is non-existent. Suggestion: Add pots, outdoor 
dining, hanging baskets. Where’s the entrance? Don’t close it off so 
much.



People are drawn to other people. Add outdoor dining, in season, 
where possible.





In a nutshell

When you define the brand, also develop a merchant-driven signage 
program. Perpendicular signs, sizes, heights, etc. Never use more than 
four words on a sign.



Real men don’t ask for directions
The rule of wayfinding



Cardston sets the example 
for all other communities 
in Southern Alberta in 
terms of “connecting the 
dots” through wayfinding 
signage.





Where are these? Suggestion: 1” for every 12’ of viewing distance. 
“Father’s Day Weekend” can barely be seen unless you stop. Add a 
directional arrow.

Left at light



Suggestion: Signs tacked onto other signs look a little, well, tacky.

Celebrating 100 years of Pincher Pride



Suggestion: You need directional signage to downtown along Hwy. 6.





Make the signage fit the “brand.”



We had no idea about the trail until we asked where the pathway 
leads. Suggestion: Promote activities. It will increase spending.



Give the trail a name. “Pincher 
Creek Walkway.”

Provide information:
How long is it?
Where are entrance points?
Pedestrians only?

Make the signs decorative.

Is it really necessary to point 
out the Bylaw #1471?

This must be a real problem. 
Think we’ll pass.



We drove by this sign probably 
half a dozen times and never saw 
it.

After being told it exists, we had 
to find it.

Can you read it?

Suggestion: It needs to be three 
times this size. Always test your 
signs first.



It’s a very nice sign. Just hard to 
spot and too small to read - 
even at 50 kph.











Suggestion: Pincher Creek should develop and 
implement a new signage plan & program:

     • Wayfinding
     • Gateways & entries
     • Attractions
     • Amenities
     • Billboards and marketing displays

Figure out what your brand is FIRST so the signs 
can reflect that.

What to do:



Where the heck is the Cowboy Poetry? Is this the Agriplex or an 
office? No coming events?



This must be the Agriplex.



Nope. This is the Community Hall.
Suggestion: For your big events tell people where they are at!



The Agriplex must be this field and the community center 
combined.



Or is that it down there?



Restrooms attract more than flies 
and other notes of convenience

The rule of visitor amenities



WHAT TO DO

Suggestion: Restrooms translate to spending. Make sure 
they are places where visitors can spend time and 
money.









WHAT TO DO

Develop 24 hour visitor information. Include brochure 
distribution. Place kiosks where visitors can spend $.





Visitor info should be working 24/7



Moses Lake, WA

















Suggestion: Add brochure distribution at the visitor’s center.



The “mall mentality” ruleThe “mall mentality” rule

Critical Mass Is Not Just A
Religious Experience



Sisters, Oregon

• Before: 1 in 1,100 cars would 
  stop

• After: 1 in 40 stop and it’s 
  become a major day trip and is 
  now becoming an overnight 
  destination.



What to do:

• Create pedestrian-friendly shopping districts or areas

• Create “open market” events or that type of atmosphere:
	 - Flea markets
	 - Farmers markets
	 - Arts & crafts fairs
	 - Include education & entertainment

• Narrow the streets to create an intimate setting

critical mass



Develop Gathering Places
& Narrow the Streets

Places for events, places to hang out



Kalamazoo, MI



Kalamazoo, MI



Kalamazoo, MI



Kalamazoo, MI



Nelson, BC



Nelson, BC



Nelson, BC



Nelson, BC



Cannon Beach, OR



Battle Creek, MI



Battle Creek, MI



Other notes and first impressions



These guys were very friendly, but were looking for money. I was 
pan-handled in Pincher Creek six times in three visits.



IDEAS to deal with loitering:

1. Create an ordinance that doesn’t allow loitering. Enforce it.

2. Add even more benches.

3. Create a spot or park for “locals” to hang out at. Keep it close to 
downtown.

4. Pipe classical music throughout downtown (if it fits the brand)

5. Give them jobs or, better yet, find talents and let them use those 
downtown to bring in money.









Suggestion: Bring 
downtown to life. If 
your aboriginal folks 
can offer something, 
that would be great.



The Information Center is excellent. Suggestion: Add to the signage 
“And Pioneer Village.”



Beautiful landscaping, picnic tables make it inviting. Suggestion: Post 
hours on the sign and on the building - so you can read it from a 
car.



Suggestion: A missed opportunity. Use every display case you have to 
promote other events, such as the Cowboy Poetry, or even 
downtown shopping. 



Pioneer Village is top notch. Excellent. You can really relive what it 
was like to live in those days, in these kinds of conditions.



The fact that you can actually 
walk in and “touch” the displays 
makes a HUGE difference in 
reliving the experience.

Great job.



Very well done. Even the landscaping makes you want to linger 
longer - and that translates to increased spending.



The rule of telling storiesThe rule of telling stories

Great Stories Make the Campfire
Memorable





1. The average museum visit lasts between 20 
and 40 minutes.

Museum notes:

2. If you can captivate the visitor for two hours, 
spending will increase.

3. Museums MUST learn to tell stories, not just 
display artifacts with facts and figures.

4. No offense, but visitors don’t really care 
who donated various items.





Suggestion: Could these be put in various places downtown? Even in 
retail shop windows (where appropriate)? Expand the museum to 
other areas of Pincher Creek to promote the village.



You easily “over-deliver.” Use photography on websites and 
brochures. This is undersold. Refer to it as a “village” not “museum.”



Staff is exceptional. The gift shop is great. Just a good job all the way 
around.



Seems like more of an office complex. Suggestion: The sign should fit 
the era to reinforce the mansion’s historic significance.



It’s a beautiful mansion, but has little for visitors. Consider moving 
the gallery downtown or to the Visitor’s Center.



Suggestion: Wherever possible convert parks to plaza areas for 
events or even a permanent open air market.



What a cute shop. Too bad it went out of business.



Very nice.



Some branding notes





Pincher Creek
• Pioneers into the future

• Wind power capital

• Naturally powerful

• Centre of adventure

• Jewel of the Rockies

• Gateway to Waterton

The problem:
You never start with a slogan.

Decide what you want to be known for, 
then run it through the feasibility test.







POSSIBLE BRANDS

The overall brand:
“The Rocky Mountains of Southern Alberta.”

The body text:
Where the Rockies melt into the Porcupine Hills of the 
famed Cowboy Trail and then into the rolling hills of the 
beautiful Alberta prairie.

The brand for Pincher Creek:
• The Hub of the Southern Alberta Rockies (Castle Mtn.)
• The provisioning headquarters for the So. Ab. Rockies
• Through the Ages





Note: If you do “Through the Ages” it must be good and 
well done, not schlocky. It must be authentic.



Challenge with the western brand

1. The western brand is the most overused brand in the 
U.S. and Canada

2. If going for a western brand, narrow it down:
     - Western: Old west
     - Western: Victorian (Fort Macleod)
     - Western: Music and entertainment
     - Western: Equestrian & rodeos
     - Western: Art & lifestyle
     - Western: Ranch vacations, mountains, wildlife
     - Western: Cowboys & Indians



Claresholm:
The Equestrian Hub to the Cowboy Trail/Porcupine Hills

Hill Spring/Glenwood:
Life on the Prairie

Waterton:
The Gem of the Canadian Rockies

Cardston:
The City of Carriages

Fort Macleod: 
The Music Theater Capital of the Canadian Rockies



STEP #7:
Run the ideas through the feasibility test



THE FEASIBILITY TEST

1. Is this something the primary and secondary 
markets can’t get (or do) closer to home?

2. Will it extend our seasons?

3. Is it experiential? If it were in Creston, BC would 
you go there for it?

4. How much will it cost and when will we see a 
return on investment?

5. Can the community buy into it over time?



6. Will and can the private sector invest in the brand?

7. How wide an audience will it attract?

8. Does it have legs? (Can we start with a niche, then 
add extensions to the brand?)

9. Do we have those who will tirelessly champion the 
cause? (Every brand requires pioneers.)

10. Can we make it obvious and pervasive throughout 
the communtiy?



The areas around Pincher Creek



Beaver Mines is a great little community. Good sign. 
Suggestion: Straighten it, keep it fresh.



We concluded that Stella’s is out of business. Never use “CLOSED” 
signs. Add baskets - anything that says you are still in business.



Nice store. Friendly people. Add visitor information about the area 
here. It’s a good stopping point. Sell restrooms, if you have them.



One of many lakes in the region - too many to visit them all.



Suggestion: Add visitor information other than just rules and 
regulations. Cross sell other parks, attractions.



Suggestions: Keep the brochure holder stocked. People want and 
often need to take maps and info with them. It can’t be that hard.



It’s a beautiful spot.



Suggestion: Work on a professional photo library. Nothing sells 
tourism like great photography.



The best little country store in the region. Great food. Down-home 
cooking and atmosphere. Entertainment. Don’t change a thing.



Spread Eagle Road. Nothing here.



Another nice lake. Rough road coming in, however. 



Nice that there is a B&B here. The sign is easily missed.



Warning: This B&B is best suited to people in SUVs or high-
clearance vehicles. Suggestion: Grade it.



Conclusion: Not an operating B&B or are just getting it ready to be 
a lodging facility. Add signage, information, etc. It has great views.



Suggestion: Provide information about the Hutterite people and 
villages in brochures and at these sites. 



We felt like we were intruding into their community. Someone said 
they offered tours, but we saw no place or information for that.



This was almost impossible to find - even with maps.



This can’t be right. This is farm land and feed lots.



Really? It’s out here?



Gorgeous entryway. Nice place.



Now THIS is how to build a brand. Authentic and very cozy. Just an 
excellent job. 



Right out of the history books. 



You undersell it! Put a photo library or slide show as part of the 
website. Sell the experience. It’s not just about lodging.



Suggestion: Include some signage. Where is the office? Registration? 
Cabins? Park areas? Trails? When is the store open?



Just too cool.



For three weeks we wondered why no sheep are on the Alberta 
prairie. Here they are!



Recommended place to eat, but not open often enough.





Next show? Suggestion: What IS the show? Add that to the signage.



Great entrance sign. Suggestion: Mow the lawn so we can see the 
sign. Add hours. Is it open to the public? When?



Same here. Open ever? Or just a display?



We couldn’t find any information about the place. Just about the 
bluebirds. Suggestion: Provide information and a map, hours, etc.







Now this is really 
neat. Suggestion: 
Consider adding 
interpretive 
displays, 
information. Can 
we walk inside any 
of them to see the 
light?



Good directional signage to the Rock & Fossil Museum - including 
hours. Good job. Suggestion: How much is the admission?



We felt like we were intruding into someone’s home. Suggestion: 
Consider “Museum to left of house. Don’t be shy. Come on in.”



The Ranch Vacation places and cabins seem to be very nice and 
should be heavily promoted (if not already) together.



Great gateway sign. It reinforces the “brand.”



Marketing Assessment



A huge area is covered, and the 
primary focus is on outdoor 
recreation, wildlife & scenic vistas.

1. This is important in keeping the 
Rocky Mountains the “premier” 
North American mountain range.

2. She’s working on specific 
routes, and in identifying specific 
regions along the way so that 
visitors can get more information.



A great guide for the western 
ranch experience. That’s it’s focus:

1. Ranch vacations
2. Wildlife viewing
3. The porcupine hills area, in 
particular.

Pincher Creek and Claresholm 
would be the bookends or hub for 
those vacationing along the 
Cowboy Trail.



Suggestions:

• Alberta South or SW 
Alberta? Can you combine 
them?

• What is Chinook Country? 
All the layers and geography 
designations make it 
confusing and hard to plan a 
trip to the region.

• This guide is about cities. If 
you are going to a certain 
city, this is a great resource.



This is a great idea. It 
revolves around activities - 
things to do, not just places 
to go.

Suggestions:

• Organize it like you would 
a tour. By experience, then 
in geographic order.

• Develop itineraries by 
type of activity.



This is, by far, the class act 
of all the guides to SW 
Alberta. Hands down.

• Stunning photography
• Great maps
• Excellent teasers
• Partners instead of 
advertisers

Suggestion:
• Change focus to “Pick 
your season, then pick your 
passion.”

• Create routes by type of 
experience and type of 
travel.





The rule of closing the saleThe rule of closing the sale

Don’t Let Your Last Opportunity
Become a Lost Opportunity





Tip

The top 3” of your brochure are critical.
Promote the experience, not the business or city.

Use yellows on a dark background.





BOAT RENTALS
WATERTON LAKES NATIONAL PARK

On stunning Cameron Lake



HORSEBACK
ADVENTURE

In the Rocky Mountain foothills of 
Waterton Lakes National Park

Mountain
Meadow

Trail Rides



Tip

ALWAYS sell experiences, not places.
Tell me what you have or who you are,

tell me why I should visit you.





What to do: Use red/yellow. Command attention











Suggestion: Make sure 
the cover pulls people 
into the site. Neither of 
these is exceptional nor 
unique to Pincher Creek 
in terms of selling 
experiences.



Nothing sells golf like photography. Consider using better photos to 
promote the course. No roads, power lines, etc.











Suggestion: Work with regional 
tourism folks on creating the 
“Hidden Gems of Southern 
Canadian Rockies.”



Rules for the internetRules for the inter
Let Your Fingers Do the Walking



A few numbers to get us started

There are _____________ travel websites (today)

A new website is coming online every _____ _______

There are _____________ website users in N. America

320 million

3.5 seconds

200+ million

Website visitors will wait ________ for a page to load8 seconds

____% of website users never go past the first page of 
search results
70

____% of website users never go past the second page 
of search results

82



A few numbers to get us started

___% of travelers with internet access is it as their 
primary travel planning resource

___% of people planning trips have difficulty finding 
what they are looking for

94

70



A few numbers to get us started

The internet ranks ____ in its influence in daily North 
American life.

4th

#1: Electricity

Not bad for a technology that’s been in common use 
for just 20 years. 

Nearly ____ of all destination marketing organizations 
spend more on printed materials than the web!

#2: Automobile
#3: Television

88%



Tip

Develop an e-marketing program.
This will create TOMA (Top of Mind Awareness)



What to do: “E-marketing”



Inexpensive and powerful.



Tip

Purchase key words (pay per click).















What to do: Find strong keywords







Suggestion: Buy the keyword. Title: “On your way to Banff...”

















The Empress gets it. First class work with all of their marketing 
efforts. Now develop a PR program to spread the word.



The town 
site and 
marketing 
efforts 
should 
reflect the 
brand.

Take people
back in time
to another 
era.





Suggestion: The site doesn’t reflect the historic ambiance. The 
most important link is missing: “Why see the Fort.” Get rid of 
the counter.



Create reciprocal links. It will boost you to the first page.



Tip

Develop a separate visitor site or a front door
with two options.









Tip

Make sure all your marketing materials are available
online for both viewing AND download.



Tip

Develop custom URL’s that are easy to remember.



What to do: Purchase easy to remember URLs

• Make your website address your key marketing focus along with a 
  toll-free number. Addresses, fax numbers not necessary.

• Match website addresses to your message.



POINT Sell the sizzle (no pun intended)



POINT
Start your site with “Pick Your Season”

then “Pick Your Passion.”

Sell experiences. Not places. Make it easy
with a clear central focus.



Pick Your Season
• Dec-Jan: The Holidays
• Feb-Mar: Winter recreation & events
• Apr-May: Spring fling
• Jun-Jul: First half of summer
• Aug-Sep: Second half of summer
• Oct-Nov: Fall color



Pick Your Passion
• Arts & Entertainment
• History & Culture
• The Environment
• Recreation



The rule of planningThe rule of planning
Success Begins With a Good Architect



Create a Community 
Branding, 
Development & 
Marketing Action Plan:
• Branding
• Product development

• Dovetail with non-tourism 
   economic development efforts
• Wayfinding, signage & entries
• Marketing: advertising & 
   public relations
• Detailed budgets
• Ten to twenty year capital 
   projects plan

• Three to five year marketing 
   plan



It takes a village to obtain success. It must also be 
a grassroots effort - top down seldom works.

• The business community must take the lead

• Business organizations take on the cause

• Together they come to the city for help

• The business community STILL takes the lead. The city only 
   provides support: grants, ordinances, funding, technical 
   assistance

• Winning popularity contests won’t result in a successful 
   effort. You can’t be all things to all people.

• Every branding effort requires a tireless “pioneer.”



www.destinationdevelopment.com

Thanks for making tourism a part of your 
community’s economy




